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Advantage is AquaGro® 
soil wetting agent molded 
into a solid pellet. Instead 
of syringing with plain water, 
pop an AquaGro Advantage 
Pellet into an applicator 
and quickly move water into 
the rootzone.

Apply a supplemental shot 
of AquaGro whenever you 
hand water.

Advantage is available from:

BENHAM CHEMICALS
24800 N. Industrial Drive 

Farmington Hills, Michigan 48331 
Phone: 313-474-7474 

800-482-6920 (Ml Only)
r i A Q U A T R O L S

The Advantage System
AquaGro Advantage Pellets 

AquaGro Advantage Applicator

• Touch up problem spots easily.
• Turf safety in any weather.
• Twice the active ingredient of 

many competitive pellets... 
and costs less.

• The Advantage Pellet fits 
other applicators.

The Water Management People



PROFESSIONALISM and
the G O LF COURSE SUPERINTENDENT
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Credit: Long Island GCSA 
“The Hole Nine Yards”, March, 1990
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M ic h ig * n  s t a t e  ,m i / „
The Golf Course Superintendent come across the 

term “Professional” on a regular basis. Whether 
it be watching professional football, basketball, 
baseball or hockey players compete or watching 
the Golf Professionals compete on the PGA Tour, 
it is a word that comes into view quite often.

The word profession as defined in the American 
Heritage Dictionary is “an occupation or vocation 
requiring training in the liberal arts or the sciences 
and advanced study in a specialized field.” The 
word professional when used as a noun according 
to the American Heritage Dictionary is “one who 
has assured competence in a particular field or 
occupation.”

The term professional, when it applies to the 
Golf Course Superintendent, is a combination of 
both previously mentioned definitions. One who 
has training in the sciences through advanced study 
(hands on experience and continuing education) 
in a specialized field (golf course maintenance) 
which creates an assured competence in that

m~l olTVparticular field. It sounds like nonsensical rhetoric 
but it really does make sense.

TO BE VIEW ED AS A professional by your 
club or employer requires different sets of circum
stances in varied situations.

Some clubs want to see their Golf Course 
Superintendent clad in golfing attire without a 
trace of grime or grit on them. Fine. Other clubs 
or companies want to see their Golf Course 
Superintendent dressed in jacket and tie and 
carrying out only administrative duties from his 
office while delegateing other responsibilities. This 
is fine. Some clubs want to see their Golf Course 
Superintendent dressed in blue jeans, wearing 
sneakers or the like, and not minding one bit 
if he had to jump in and help out in certain 
situations on the golf course. This is fine also. 
Each situation is different and one is no more 
professional than the other.

CONTINUED PAGE 28
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24 HR. MESSAGE CENTER 
313-541-2929

FAX
313-541-2885

OUTSTATE
800-321-8215

DEMONSTRATION.

MOWER SALES, INC.
a

f
811 WOODWARD HEIGHTS (313)541-4660
FERNDALE FAX : (313) 5410-2885

A i r c t r r
Pneumatic Pruning Equipment 

PNEUMATIC PRUNING
Pneumatic pruning is the most economical type of pruning method 
available. Save 40 to 65 percent of hand pruning labor, or save at 
least 30 percent of hydraulic pruning labor. Pneumatic pruning 
systems pay for themselves in one year.

ORCHARDS
VINEYARDS
LANDSCAPE MAINTENANCE

COMPRESSORS
A full line of compressors are available, producing from 15 to 90 CFM, powered 
by a dependable Honda or driven by a vehicle’s PTO. Mobile compressors can 
be hand pulled, towed behind any vehicle or are available self-propelled. Large 
variety of accessories are available: pole rack, tool box. hose reels, highway 
tow bar, water cooler holder and more.

PTO
This high capacity PTO model comes with an air tank. Accessories include: 
hose reels, tool rack and tool box.

TOOLS
The hand shears are available with various cutting 
lengths. Our loppers are available in jaw style, 
open or hook. They cut up to 2" wood and are 
available on any length pole. And our chain saw 
model has carbide tip chain and bar oiler, 
available with pistol grip or mounted on any length 
pole.

Matt Botsford or

Ed Stesney, Turf Manager at
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WHO CALIBRATES YOUR SPRAYER?
University of Nebraska researchers found that 

only one of six golf courses 
are accurately applying pesticides.

What would they find at your course?

by David Varner, Ph.D, and Robert Grisso, Ph.D.

Last summer, researchers visited 53 of the 60 golf 
courses of the Nebraska Golf Course Superintendent’s 
Association (NGCSA) and found that only one of six 
were accurately applying pesticides.

Their calibration accuracy study showed that only 
17 percent of the courses applied pesticide carrier 
volumes within five percent of their intended amount 
(though this number may be conservative because 
possible tank mixing errors were excluded [Spray 
equipment not delivering within five percent of the 
desired pesticide carrier volume should be adjusted 
and recalibrated according to the Guide for Private 
and Commercial Applicators.]).

How bad was it?
The average applicator error was 26 percent. 

However, the magnitude of errors ranged from a 
mere 0.1 percent to an alarming 177 percent over
application.

Cooperators who over-applied did so by an average 
of 19 percent. For a quick estimation of over- 
applicated costs, assume an average preventive rate 
of Daconil 2787 at 4 oz. per 1,000 sq. ft. was used 
(Daconil 2787 was the most frequently-used pesticide 
among the study’s cooperators at an average of $37 a 
gallon).

Correctly applied, the cost of Daconil would be 
$1.16 per 1,000 sq. ft. However, using the average 
over-application error of 19 percent, the cost of 
application would be an additional $0.21 per 1,000 
sq. ft. These costs escalate when considering the total 
treated area with multiple treatments throughout the 
season.

In many turf programs, pesticides are key elements 
in management programs, but are useful only if 
applied according to label directions. If not properly 
used, pesticides may become our worst nightmare 
rather than a proven management tool as we begin 
the 1990s.

Over-application may also cause turf damage, 
excessive pesticide residue, increased potential for 
human exposure and water contamination through 
surface run-off and percolation — Another costly 
venture.

Golf courses are unique in the fact that they are 
often positioned near residential areas with a body of 
water nearby, and are designed to attract people for 
entertainment. This makes awareness and accuracy 
of pesticide application even more important.

Those who under-applied pesticides did so by an 
average of 34 percent. This can be just as costly as 
over-application. Under-application may require ad
ditional applications, which increase pesticide, fuel 
and labor costs.

In addition to quantity of pesticide applied, sprayer 
performance was evaluated on the quality of pesti
cide application. Quality of application refers to the 
consistency of nozzle discharge across the boom. This 
was determined by measuring discharge measure
ments from each nozzle along the boom.

Eighty-four percent of the cooperators were within 
guidelines. This suggests that cooperators are main
taining nozzles appropriately. If two or more nozzles 
were discharging more than 10 percent above or the 
discharge average, operators were advised to replace 
them all.

Frequency of calibration was closely associated with 
application accuracy. Two-thirds of the applicators 
who calibrated before each spray operation were 
within the 5 percent application error criteria. 
Comparatively, only five percent of those who 
calibrated less than once a year were within 5 
percent. More than one-third of the cooperators 
calibrated less than once a year.

CALIBRATION METHODS
The “known area’’ calibration procedure was the 

most common procedure used on golf course. How
ever, only 14 percent of the superintendents employ
ing this procedure were considered accurate applica
tors.

The most accurate cooperators were those who used 
spray monitor and controller systems. Sixty-seven 
percent of these applicators were accurate.

The most common application equipment used on 
Nebraska golf courses were Cushman Trucksters 
equipped with Broyhill sprayers, centrifugal pumps 
and fan nozzle tips. A common problem among 
sprayers in the study involved pressure gauges show
ing a system pressure different than the actual nozzle 
pressure.

Random inspections of pressure consistency among 
sprayer systems found differences as large as 30 psi. 
The most probable cause for most of these pressure 
differences were faulty gauges. Many gauges showed 
signs of corrosion, had broken crystals, or had a

C O NTINUED PAGE 26
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THE HONEYMOON IS OVER!!!
Dave Fearis, CGCS 

Blue Hills Country Club 
Kansas City, Missouri

In 1983 when I was working for Scotts, I remember 
making a routine call on a golf course superin
tendent in southern Illinois. In our conversation, 
he made mention of the fact that this was his third 
year at that course and after this year “the honey
moon was over.” I asked him what he meant, 
and he explained that he had found that a 
new golf course superintendent can get most of 
his requests for new equipment, projects, etc. in 
his first three years. After that it was much harder.

I had never really thought about that theory 
but started thinking back to my first three years 
at courses and other golf course superintendents 
that I new in similar situations. The more I thought 
about it, the more truth I saw in the theory. 
In fact, a classic example was the golf course 
at which I had been superintendent for 12 years. 
I had tried to get an automatic irrigation system 
for the fairways for that period without success. 
Within two years after my departure, the new 
superintendent was able to convince the membership

to install an automatic fairway system.
Why does the three-year theory hold true? A new 

golf course superintendent offers the membership 
many new and, what they consider fresh, ideas. 
The enthusiasm on both the membership and the 
superintendent’s part is there, which equates to 
improvements on the golf course.

Does this have to end after three years? Definitely 
not, if the golf course superintendent can keep 
“the honeymoon going.” The main way to do 
this is through a positive attitude, good public 
relations and communication. After being at a 
course for a few years, it is very easy to develop 
an attitude where you become very possessive of the 
golf course.

Don sweda, CGCS, superintendent at Beechmont 
Country Club in Cleveland, Ohio alluded to this 
in an article in the May, 1988 issue of Golf 
Shop Operations. He referred to it as the “my” 
attitude. This is “my” course, and we are going

C O N TIN U ED  PAGE 22

TURFTRAK SYSTEM... 
FOUR-WHEEL DRIVE POWER 
WITH MAXIMUM VERSATILITY
This great concept in 
ground maintenance 
combines the ultimate in 
four-wheel drive power with 
the versatility of powering 
over 15 attachments. 
Quickly converts from a 
mower to a blower, to a 
triplex-and more.

A rticu la te d  fram e
design provides the 
ultimate in
maneuverability.. .allows 
TurfTrak to follow every 
contour of working surface.

Quick-Change system
of all attachments. Drive 
forward until hydraulic hitch 
arms engage. Lock clamps 
and install drive belt and 
you're ready to go.

Four Engine O p tions-
gasoline or diesel-to 
choose from to match most 
any application.

C hoice o f tw o  ro ta ry  
m ow er decks-60" or 72"
heavy duty, welded steel 
rotary mower decks.

For a FREE demonstration contact:

For more information call Matt Botsford or

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
i MOWER SALES. INC.

FAX
313-541-2885h i 811 Woodward Heights • Ferndale, Ml 48220

24 HR. MESSAGE CENTER 
313-541-2929

RANSOMES

TURFTRAK
WHERE GREAT IDEAS START

OUTSTATE
800-321-8215
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THE LAWN INSTITUTE 1990 PRESS KIT

TURF GROWING TIME

Autumn is turf growing time, according to The 
Lawn Institute. This is the time of year when next 
summer’s lawn quality is determined. How can that
be?

The plant reserves that carry lawngrasses through 
periods of hot weather next summer are stored up in 
plants during cool, autumn days. At this time of year, 
days are becoming shorter and growth rates are 
slower. Lawngrasses make more carbohydrate than 
they use to sustain themselves, so some of it is stored 
for future needs. This storage continues on into the 
winter as long as the leaves are green. Thus, the Fall 
season is the only time of year that lawngrass plants 
actually gain weight.

In the Spring, as soils warm and days become 
longer, most of the carbohydrates produced each day 
are used to replace foliage removed in mowing. 
There is little excess to be stored. The faster the 
grasses grow, the more carbohydrates needed. Thus, 
spring fertilizing improves the appearance of the 
lawn as it thickens the turf, but it doesn’t help build 
reserves as does autumn fertilizing. Thus, in Spring, 
lawngrass plants actually lose weight.

When hot summer weather arrives in late spring, 
and night temperatures are higher, rates of respira
tion increase. At these times, the stored corbohy- 
drates are called upon to maintain healthy turf. Not 
enough are produced during the day to sustain 
growth and meet respiration needs at night too.

In situations where inadequate amounts of carbohy
drate reserves are available, the lawngrasses become 
more susceptible to diseases.

They lose vigor, thin out and weeds gain a foothold. 
Insect damage is more severe during these periods 
because grasses are not able to survive loss of plant 
parts. Roots stop their growth during hot weather 
and some die back occurs. This causes a less extensive 
root system for uptake of water and nutrients. The 
combination of these conditions weakens the lawn 
and causes it to become unattrative. Thus, during 
summer months, cool season grass plants may lose so 
much weight that life processes cease.

Autumn fertilization is the only means for prevent
ing next summer’s growth decline. Just remember, 
now is turf growing time.

GRASS ROOTS—
OUT OF SIGHT BUT NOT OUT OF MIND

Lawngrass roots may be out of sight, but they 
shouldn’t be forgotten. Essentially all of our orna
mental plants obtain water and mineral nutrients 
through their roots. An adequate supply depends on 
the size of the root system and the volume of soil with

which roots have contact. The more roots and the 
deeper they grow into the soil, the better.

All grasses establish a balance between growth of 
foliage and roots. Grasses that are not clipped, or 
perhaps cut infrequently, have the most extensive 
root systems. Under these conditions, the resulting 
cover is more like pasture than lawn.

Where lawngrasses are mowed frequently, for 
example once a week, the lower the height of cut, the 
more limited the root growth. Good mowing practice 
calls for the removal of leaf tips when growth is about 
one third more than the cutting height. For example, 
a lawn cut with a mower set at one and one half 
inches should be mowed soon after after growth has 
reached two inches. Clippings of this length, about 
one and one half inch, will filter down through 
the lawn, decompose and enrich the soil below.

In general, lawns that are mostly bentgrass are 
clipped at heights ranging from one half to one 
inch; lawns that are mostly fine leaved fescues, 
bentgrasses and perennial ryegrasses are clipped 
at heights ranging from one to two inches. Only 
workaday species, like tall fescue, are clipped much 
above two inches.

Setting the mower at the proper clipping height 
is important because this determines how much 
leaf surface is maintained, not only to produce 
more leaves, but also to provide the energy 
necessary to promote root growth.

AUTUMN SEEDING FOR BEST LAWN RESULTS

Nature’s way is usually the best way after all. 
And, autumn seeding comes close to being Nature’s 
way. By this time of year, temperatures are cooling 
off, days are getting shorter and soil moisture 
is ideal for germination of seed and early seedling 
establishment. At this time, many annual weeds 
like crabgrass have finished their growth cycle 
and will not compete with seedling lawngrass 
plants.

Four to six weeks before the first autumn frost 
is about the ideal time to plant a new lawn 
or overseed one that has suffered through an un
favorable summer. Lawns started or improved then 
will be ready for sturdy growth next summer.

Kentucky bluegrasses are considered the real 
basic ingredient of lawn seed mixtures used in 
the cool, humid regions of the country. There 
are named Kentucky bluegrass hybrids selected 
for dense, low growth and fine texture. There 
are also cultivars derived from natural selection 
that feature the best adaptation that nature has 
to offer. These are called common or natural 
bluegrasses.

C O N TIN U ED  PAGE 24
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TREES AND
Paul R. Roberts 

Meramec Community College

Let’s take a break from turf and examine another 
group of plants used on the golf course, TREES. 
Through the season, we spend most of our time 
looking down at our turf very carefully examining 
the root and leaves. Let’s take a moment to look up 
and examine our trees.

Trees play an integral part of the golf course in 
design, function and aesthetics. Due to their im
portant roles golf course superintendents should 
expand their awareness of trees on the golf course. 
This awareness may extend to the impact that trees 
not only have on the golf course, but on the 
environment. Trees play an important ecological role 
by removing carbon dioxide and cooling the en
vironment. This has been recognized by the 
American Forestry Association which has recently 
initiated Global Releaf and has a goal of planting 
200 million trees by 1992 in an effort to deal with 
environmental problems and global warming. 
Global Releaf is supported by many national organi
zations.

TREES AND THE GOLF COURSE
Trees provide several functions on the course. 

Most importantly trees provide a visual frame for 
the fairway and a background for the green. They 
also create interest as the golfer may need to 
stratigically play around a tree. Trees are an integral 
part of the game as well as the aesthetics of the 
landscapes and sometimes good places to sit in the 
shade.

These roles played by trees are also important 
reasons to treat trees with respect. Remember, the 
golf course is a system — a collection of micro
environments that are intensely managed. Trees 
are a part of the system and need to be included 
in the overall maintenance program of the course. 
Trees on the course become an asset to the course.

Tree care is an investment. Not all superintendent 
courses can afford to allocate a part of the budget 
to maintain trees. A good part of tree care is 
common sense. Understanding the basics of a tree

as a system, how it grows and proper main
tenance procedures is important to establishing a 
tree care program. Many tree maintenance activities 
may be achieved during the off season, and time 
may more easily be allocated toward tree care.

Knowing some basic facts about trees may help 
you establish a very simple tree care program. 
Many times, tree maintenance comes through pre
venting problems in the first place. Some things to 
remember:

The root system is the most important part of 
a tree. Without healthy roots the top is sure to suffer.

Tree roots extend upward and outward far beyond 
the drip line. Roots may cover 2-4 times the area of 
the crown.

Tree roots need oxygen. Any activity interfering 
with oxygen diffusion into the soil is harmful to the 
root system.

Most of the root system is located in the upper 
12 inches of the soil. Many roots grow near the 
soil surface where oxygen levels are highest. Never 
grade soil over the root system and never grade 
soil away from the root system.

Any injury or extensive wounding of the roots 
or crown may provide easy access for pathogens.

Building “wells” around the trees for the pur
pose of changing grades most often does not work.

Trenching under trees is harmful. Proper dis
tances should be followed to minimize damage.

The crowns of the tree should be treated with 
the same respect as the root system. Minimize 
wounding, follow proper pruning techniques and 
avoiding any mechanical damage is prudent. Remove 
dead wood and poorly formed branches before they

8



can lead to greater problems.

If in doubt, don’t do it, call a professional for 
advice. Common sense is the best approach to tree 
management.

GLOBAL RELEAF
Global Releaf is a program initiated by the Ameri

can Forestry Association. Many national organi
zations are now in partnership with A.F.A. to 
help educated people about trees, environmental 
concerns and to plant 200 million trees by 1992. 
Every day we are reminded of global warming 
and its effects on the environment. The A.F.A. 
will hopefully be successful in its campaign and 
meet its goal. Environmental concerns should be a 
part of everyone’s agenda.

Global Releaf is a national campaign. National 
and local organizations and individuals provide a 
broad base for support. Through the National 
Association of State Foresters coordinators were 
selected in each state to serve as facilitators for 
state-wide efforts. Jim Rocca, Missouri Department 
of Conservation, is state coordinator for Missouri. 
His responsibility is to provide a link between 
Global Releaf and Individuals responsible for local 
efforts across the state.

The in the S t1. Louis area, Gary Besff, Com
missioner for Forestry, St. Louis and Elana Erwin, 
Project Coordinator for St. Louis Bright Side Pro
gram, are coordinating local efforts for Global

Releaf. Goals for the St. Louis Area Global Releaf 
are: 1) Develop a public awareness campaign that 
will educate people about trees and their environ
mental importance; 2) Encourage proper main
tenance of existing trees; 3) Initiate are tree 
planting projects that will encourage individuals 
and organizations in tree planting programs. Many 
activities are planned during the Global Releaf 
campaign. One activity was part of Earth Day, 
April 22. Many programs were scheduled for the 
entire weekend in the St. Louis area, ranging from 
educational programs to the tree planting activities.

If you are interested in information about Global 
Releaf in the St. Louis area call Global Releaf 
at 781-4556. Is Global Releaf a program that 
MVGCSA (and other GCSA) should participate in 
and endorse?

Since trees are a part of the golf course, super
intendents have the opportunity to plant trees and 
incorporate proper tree care practices into the 
maintenance program. As individuals, we can make 
small differences by planting trees. But as a group, 
we can make a big difference. Plant a tree and help 
the environment.

From “The Gateway Green”
Mississippi Valley GCSA Newsletter, Spring, 1990

DAIHATSU HIJET
If the question is versatility 

the answer is HIJET!
*  It’s a Lift Bed
* It’s a Dump Bed
*  It’s a Flat Bed
“ We have really worked our HIJET and it 
remains one of the few pieces of equipment 
we don’t have to work on.”

Eddie Johnson 
Forest Hills Country Club

ENGINEERED FOR TODAY; THE STANDARD FOR THE OTHERS TOMORROW!

PFEIFFER HIJET (616) 949-7800
2424 28th S treet Grand Rapids, Ml 49512



OSBURN INDUSTRIES

Custom Top Dressing Blends
♦ TDS 2150 Dune Sand
♦ 540 Best
♦ Local Mason Sand {

<> Michigan Sphagnum 
0  Canadian Sphagnum 
0 Sandy Loom Topsoil 
0  Reed Sedge Peat

Trap Sand
0 Best 530 

0 Local 2NS Sand 
0 Local Mason Sand

Other Materials
0 Cart Path Slag 

<0 Pea Pebble 
0 Decorative Boulders 

0 Parking Lot Stone

Call for details

(313) 292-4140
Ask for Dick, Rick or Tim

5850 PARDEE
TAYLOR, MICHIGAN 48180
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Misdirected Good Intentions Can Spell Trouble 
Are You Chemically Dependent?

by James F. Moore 
Director, Mid-Continent Region, 

USGA Green Section

The greatest challenge ever to our careers, our 
industry, and our game is racing toward us with 
the speed and power of a bolt of lightning. That 
challenge is the concern for the environment. And 
these thoughts are directed toward representatives 
of every aspect of the golf industry — club leaders, 
superintendent, golf professionals, managers, archi
tects, golf course builders, trades people, researchers, 
and players.

I take great pride in calling myself an optimist. 
I admire people who, when you ask them how 
things are going, answer with an emphatic “Good!” 
Perhaps it is this optimism that leads me to believe 
that the entire environmental issue (which many 
of you may see as a threat at this time), will 
actually benefit our game and industry in the long 
run.

However, I also believe that we are in for some 
very tough times at first. While optimism is won
derful, pessimism suggests that many of us will

not be up to the challenge. Let me share my per
ception of the near future that is blended with 
optimism, pessimism, and what I hope you will 
agree is a great deal of realism.

In the near future, the number and amount of 
pesticides available will decrease tremendously. No 
amount of lobbying will prevent this. Public per
ception, whether right or wrong, is growing that 
ALL pesticides are bad, and those who use them 
are harming the environment. Once this occurs, 
some superintendents will find the “tools” they have 
relied on so heavily in the past are no longer 
available.

Not all superintendents are good turf managers. 
There are those who are able to keep their courses 
in good condition because they can apply enough 
pesticides and spend enough money to compensate 
for a lack of turf management skills. There are also 
many who actually cause more problems on their

CONTINUED PAGE 14

WILKIE
Turf Equipment Division, Inc.

1050 Opdyke Road - Auburn Hills - Michigan - 48057 - (313) 373-8800

TORO

Regain Control Of Your Golf Course Irrigation System

- Driven By Evapotranspiration Automatically 
Let us demonstrate it, we’ll show you exactly what 
it can do for you!

Call Jim Koziatek Today (313) 373-8800

- Two-Way Communication
- Monitors Satellite Status

If you want your golf course to sparkle with the beauty 
and playability golfers expect, then you need the BEST 
irrigation system you can find: Toro’s Network 8000 is 
that system! The Network 8000 features:

- Water And Energy Savings
- Flow Analysis
- Visual Control
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Paul E. Rieke
Crop and Soil Sciences Department 

Michigan State University
Prepared for the Michigan Turf grass Foundation

SAND TOPDRESSING
Sand topdressing of greens has been quite widely 

accepted on golf courses in Michigan. In a sand 
topdressing study began in 1981 at the Hancock 
Turfgrass Research Center, we have demonstrated 
the neccessity of following the prescribed program 
carefully to prevent development of layers. This 
means 2-4 cu ft of sand every 2-4 weeks, depending 
on growth rate of the grass (consider this every 4 
weeks during slow growth periods and every 2 weeks 
during spring and fall). Once a sand topdressing 
program has begun it is essential that it be followed 
regularly. If soil layers are allowed to develop this 
will create problems with rooting or drainage at some 
future time. Topdressing programs are building the 
soil for the future so they must be done correctly the 
first time. In other studies where organic matter has 
been added to the sand, greens turf quality has been 
higher than when sand was applied alone. These 
studies are continuing to determine the long term 
benefits of adding organic matter to the sand.

-
CULTIVATION

Core cultivation (aerification) studies have been 
continuing. Results indicate both hollow and solid 
tines can be used with vertical operating units to 
loosen the soil for turf. The solid tines have been 
particularly useful (usually V a inch tines) during the 
summer to open the soil to permit water infiltration 
with little disruption of the playing surface. When 
there is need to bring soil to the surface hollow tines 
are required, of course. For relief of deep compaction 
the use of larger vertical operating aerifiers which 
penetrate deeper into the soil has proven effective 
loosening soil and improving turf response.

FERTILIZER STUDIES
A long term study on potassium fertilization demon

strated the need to apply potash frequently on 
intensively used turf growing on sands (as greens and 
tees). Unlike loams and clays, sandy soils have little 
cation exchange capacity to hold potassium, so it is 
wise to apply potash at least monthly. Potash has 
proven very important in maintaining wear, stress 
and disease tolerance.

Adequate phosphorus should be applied to all turfs. 
The need for phosphorus can be determined by soil 
tests, but we have demonstrated on plots and have 
seen in the field that phosphorus deficiencies have 
developed on both golf course greens and on home

lawns where phosphorus had not been applied.
Applications of flowable sulfur resulted in color and 

growth response on Kentucky bluegrass growing on a 
clay loam sub-soil. These responses have been evident 
up to one year after application. Other sulfur 
materials gave limited responses or none at all. No 
significant effect on pH occured from either 10 or 20 
pound per 1000 square feet treatments. The pH on 
this site was 7.2-7.5. The study is continuing.

TURFGRASS VIDEOS
A set of 6 videotapes on turf management tips was 

jointly developed by the Michigan Turfgrass Founda
tion and the Cooperative Extension Service at Mich
igan State University. These videotapes range in
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You can get 
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control than 
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But it gets lousy 
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218 2-stroke.
A good idea made
features

Multipoint Engine Fixing
Ensures stable mounting of power unit helping to 
eliminate vibration.

Impeller Safety Guard
Specially designed with safety in mind whilst ensuring 
maximum air flow for optimum flying capability.

Better Impeller System
This means that the mower floats at lower revolutions 
up to 800 revolutions slower.

Tough ABS Deck
Injection moulded in Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene — 
one of the toughest thermoplastics known to man.

Steel of the highest quality is used in the 
manufacture of our blades, keeping its 
cutting edge longer.

★  Fingertip throttle control
★  Snorkle air filter
★  Extra long easy-folding handlebars

* Extra long handlebars means 
better reach (a plus on banks).

Powered by 3 1/2 hp 98.5 cc two stroke 
engine. Our most popular model of all. Ideal for wherever there is 
grass to be cut.

For more information call Matt Botsford or 
Ed Stesney^rfManager at (313) 541-4660.

MOWER SALES. INC.
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811 Woodward Heights • Ferndale, Ml 48220

Handle mounted 
throttle control
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Using handle 
mounted throttle 
controls means 
instant engine speed 
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mowing conditions, 
leading to easier, 
better grasscutting 
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Snorkle air filter.

More than a 
refinement, a snorkle 
is essential if you are 
mowing on rough 
ground, long grass or 
especially dry 
conditions. It ensures 
dust, dirt, leaves, and 
of course grass, do 
not clog the filter and 
create excessive 
engine wear.
It lets engine breathe, 
avoids over-heating, 
facilitates easier 
starting, power 
retention and fuel 
efficiency.

FAX
313-541-2885

24 HR. MESSAGE CENTER
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courses than they correct. Some apply chemicals as 
nonchalantly as they do water. Their “preventative 
program” includes applying products to protect 
against virtually every known turfgrass pathogen. 
Imagine what would happen to your health if your 
physician used this same logic.

Invariably, it is this superintendent who finds 
his greens suffering one crisis after another. His 
response is to apply even more chemicals on a 
curative basis. This superintendent and his course 
are truly chemically dependent. When allowed to 
progress far enough, this vicious cycle of events 
often results in the failure of large area of turf 
and eventual replacement of the superintendent.
Because the science of our industry has not yet 

progressed to the point that we can completely 
eliminate pesticide use while meeting the demands 
of the player, even the best turf managers are 
likely to experience problems when pesticide re
strictions are significantly increased. However, their 
courses will fare much better than most and will 
serve as a clear indication of the value of a 
skilled superintendent. His stock will rise signifi
cantly. Those of you who fall into this category 
will gain from the demise of your less-skilled 
colleagues.

Soon a superintendent will not be able to apply 
pesticides based only his perception about when 
they should be applied. The leadership of golf 
clubs will determine when and if applications can

CHEMICALS, CONT.

Waterscaping

Beautiful • Environmentally Safe • Efficient
• Attack the cause of algae, odor, & weeds
• Interchangeable nozzles for different spray patterns

For A Free Quote Call 1-800-347-4272

ICentury Rain Aid/
Madison Heights, Ml 48071 • 31691 Dequindre • 313-588-2990 

Southfield, Ml 48034 • 22159 Telegraph Rd. • 313-358-2994 
Grand Rapids, Ml 49548 • 3400 Jefferson S. E. • 616-452-3373 
Ann Arbor, Ml 48104 • 2461 S. Industrial Hwy. • 313-668-1020

IR10 03
Serving Ml, IN, IL, Wl, KY, GA & FL

be made. Their decisions will be based upon re
ducing the club’s liability to the extent possible. 
The risks of lawsuits will be given much higher 
priority than the superintendent’s assessment of the 
risk from pythium and brown patch. The first 
reaction to reduce the club’s legal exposure will 
very likely be to require all pesticide applications 
to be made when the club is closed. While this 
may seem a blessing at first, since more super
intendents would love to see their courses closed 
one day each week, it is likely that such a restriction 
would actually backfire in terms of reducing pest
icide use.

Superintendents would find themselves applying 
pesticides based strictly on the calendar rather than 
on actual need. If brown patch pops up on Wed
nesday, how many superintendents will be able to 
wait until the following Monday to treat? Since 
most feel they cannot, the natural reaction will 
be to treat every Monday to ensure problems do 
not arise during the mid-week.

In the not-too-distant future, the cost of apply
ing pesticides will skyrocket. The products will cost 
more due to testing expenses, labeling requirements, 
and lawsuits against the manufacturers. Pesticides 
and the rinsate will require special handling and 
storage containers. Insurance akin to malpractice 
carried by physicians will be required by superin
tendents. To compensate, clubs will be forced either 
to increase the maintenance budget or accept a
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Elite Turfgrass Seed Mixture
Triple Play is the unique blend of ryegrasses th at has been care
fully selected to m eet specific needs for seeding A thletic Fields, 
Lawn A reas and Golf Courses.

Triple Play contains the elite turf-type ryegrasses of PEN N A N T, 
MANHATTAN H and STALLIO N . Triple Play will produce a 
beautiful dark green color with excellent heat and drought 
tolerance.

Seeding Recommendation 
5 to  7 lbs. per 1,000 sq. ft.

Turf Chemicals Inc.
1011 E. Main 
P.O. Box 451

Owosso, Michigan 48867 
Phone: (517) 725-7145

FOR ALL OF YOUR FERTILIZER, 
CHEMICAL AND GRASS SEED NEEDS
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The Original

Hvono-mac -

by Hydto-Tu/f
s___________________________ >

HAS HIT A HOLE IN G N EI

WITH THEIR NEW HM 110SMSt„
WHETHER YOU’RE SPRAYING FAIRWAYS & GREENS — 

OR REPAIRING ROUGHS, FAIRWAYS & DIVOTS— 
THIS ALL-PURPOSE MACHINE IS “REALLY UP TO PAR.”

FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL OR WRITE FOR A DISTRIBUTOR NEAREST YOU.

•seeder, mulcher, sprayer

YOU’RE ON OUR TURF NOW!
P.O. Box 517 • Fenton, Michigan 48430

(313) 750-0578 • FAX (313) 344-8756
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reduction in the overall appearance of the course. 
Realistically, most clubs will choose a combination 
of these two options.

The application of fewer pesticides on golf courses 
will result in course that are less immaculate than 
the average golfer has come to expect. While the 
perceived quality of most courses will suffer, those 
courses managed by a superintendent who has 
relied too heavily on pesticides will deteriorate 
the most. Without the equalizer of unlimited pest
icide availability, the varying abilities of turf 
managers will be highly visible to all.
You may not accept all of these predictions. 

However, if you accept even one, you must also 
accept that our industry and the game of golf 
will be strongly affected. Many will choose to 
ignore the inevitable until it is too late. You assume 
the industry associations will handle your public 
relations, the researchers will develop grasses that 
don’t need pesticides, and the chemical companies 
will develop chemicals that are so safe they will 
have Rachel Carson’s picture on the label. You 
will not be up the challenge and you will not survive.

If you are a superintendent, you might blame 
your demise on the USGA and the Stimpmeter. 
The architect can blame the golf course builder 
who did not follow his plans. The builder can blame 
the superintendent who can’t properly “grow in” 
the course. The USGA agronomist can blame the 
architect who made the course too difficult to main
tain. What a party we can have. Ironically, the 
only thing that may keep us all from cutting 
each other’s throats will be shared dislike of the 
organizations we consider environmental radicals, 
along with their lawyers.

Or. . .
We can each take steps right now to prepare 

ourselves. Let’s become “survivalists” not by stock
piling guns and ammunition but by reducing our 
exposure to the threat.

Immediate options are available to each branch 
of our industry.

To the superintendent: Learn to be a better
turf manager. Emphasize your skills in water man
agement, disease identifications, soil cultivation, and 
fertilization. Review the principles you learned in 
Turfgrass 101 and simplify your programs as much 
as possible. A strong, healthy turf is unquestionably 
your best defense. You have a history of being 
the greatest and boldest experimenters with new 
products. It is time to begin to experiment more 
with doing less. Use every skill you have to reduce 
your chemical needs.

To players and club officials: Realize that you 
will be affected by these changes in the industry. 
Understand that absolute perfection on the course 
is no longer a realistic goal. Greater emphasis 
should be given to playing quality and the agron
omic needs of the turf. Quit judging a superin
tendent’s worth based on the speed of the greens.

CHEMICALS, CONT. Realize that nature cares very little about your 
tournament schedule and that maintenance practices 
must be given higher pripority than they have in 
the past. Consistent management is vital. Develop 
long-range plans and quit changing green chairmen 
every year.

To the architect and golf course builder: All 
those involved with the development of new courses 
must make major changes. Stop selecting grasses 
with total disregard of local climate. Just because a 
turf can be grown (with enough pesticides and a 
big enough budget) does not mean it should be. Stop 
cutting corners on green construction. Stop building 
greens in holes where air movement is non-existent. 
Pay greater attention to drainage throughout the 
property.

To the researcher: Give us facts. Prove that what 
we are presently doing is not harmful, if that is 
the case. However, of equal and even greater need 
in my eyes is the identification of what to expect 
and do under low or no pesticide use. And, of 
course, the continued development of superior turf- 
grasses is critical.

To the golf professional: Emphasize playing quality 
to the golfer. Remind players that golf is a game 
to be enjoyed, not an exercise in frustration or an 
opportunity to be critical. Emphasize the positive 
aspects of your course. With the help of a good 
pro, even the shortest nine-hole course with the 
smallest budget can give great enjoyment to the 
player.

To my colleagues in the USGA: Let us avoid 
the temptation to offer quick but short-lived fixes 
to problems. While solid agronomic advice may not 
be glamorous or offer instant improvement, it is 
what is needed most of all. We are perhaps in 
the best position to gather the facts from other 
groups and disseminate them to the entire golf 
industry.

To the leadership of the USGA: I hope our
organization will use its tremendous influence to 
educate golfers and make them more receptive to 
changes that are coming. Equally important will 
be the continued funding of turfgrass research.

To those who are not a part of golf: Realize 
that golf is an industry that does care for the 
environment. Golf course have tremendous positive 
effects on both the land and the people who use 
it. This should not be a case of you versus us. We 
will stand a better chance of achieving common 
goals if we work together.

As I said, I am an optimist. I see the significant 
challenges we face as an opportunity to better our 
industry, our game, and ourselves. Let’s make the 
power of the lightning bolt work for us instead of 
against us.

Reprinted from USGA Green Section Record,
March/April, 1990
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THE “CHANGING” TIMES

Legislative Awareness 
— A Must Today

In recent months, various government instrumen
talities have attempted to enact legislation which 
could have had an adverse effect upon the operation 
of golf courses and their resultant quality. In several 
instances, attempts have been initiated which could 
have limited or banned the use of fertilizer on golf 
courses. Additionally, we have seen trial balloons 
flown concerning rationing of fuel, real estate tax
ation methods and increasingly harsh regulations of 
necessary pesticides.

Government, be it local, state, or federal, continues 
to be felt more and more on the golf course. 
The time when golf courses were seldom affected 
by such matters has long since passed, and now the 
superintendent and all other supervisors at a golf 
course must consider these laws with almost every 
action they take.
We may be an industry guilty of complacency and 

not mindful of serious inroads which have been made 
and others which some contemplate that could 
easily alter this picture if allowed to continue un
altered. Consider for example that most decisions 
made concerning golf are based upon the premise 
that golf courses as they have become known, will 
continue. Recent governmental attempts in some 
areas cast a dark shadow across all golf courses, and 
in some instances, endanger their very existence.

When professional associations of “greenkeepers” 
were established some fifty years ago, the primary 
reason for their formation was to assist the members 
in scientific areas of turfgrass management through 
the dissemination of new information. While this 
reason still exists today, an important new area is 
that of being in a position to react to potential

Graphic examples of cooperation between profes
sional associations and governmental bodies can be 
found daily. Within the golf course superintendent’s 
profession, there are several excellent examples of 
how a united group can insure that its interests 
are represented and considered prior to final action. 
First at the federal level and more recently at the 
state level. Massachusetts and Michigan for example, 
some legislators proposed the banning of non-farm 
fertilizer usage. While individual or local interest 
was first aroused, this was closely followed by or
ganizational efforts to present information to legis
lators which was vital to a complete and thorough 
understanding of the problems which would follow 
such a ban. Fortunately, we can say today that 
these federal and state proposals were permitted 
to die without moving beyond the committee level. 
However, this is not to say that further attempts 
by these or other governmental bodies will not be 
forthcoming, nor can we afford to besome relaxed 
on the issue. Unfortunately, the golf superintendent’s 
interests may not always receive the mindful con
siderations they deserve by the lawmakers.

The Golf Course Superintendents Association of 
America (GCSAA) made determined efforts on the 
Massachusetts and Michigan fertilizer bills and on a 
Wisconsin pesticide bill by advising the chapters in 
those states of those proposals, followed by suggested 
actions and/or GCSAA position information. Super
intendents in those states acted in unison through a 
letter writing campaign and in offering testimony 
to support their concerns.

This is not a totally new area of action for 
GCSAA, with it having given testimony, concerning

government actions. C O N TIN U ED  PAGE 20
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Yes, 
There 

Is Some
thing 
New 

Under 
The Sun

The Reciprocator/ 
SGC220DL

Just when you
thought that you'd seen everything, 
RedMax comes along and introduces 
the revolutionary Reciprocator that 
features two reciprocating blades. 
Now, you'll have a chance to spend 
a few more afternoons under the 
sun relaxing rather than working 
in your yard.

The RedMax Reciprocator/ 
SGC220DL increases the convenience 
and safety of cutting weeds and brush. 
The reciprocating blades eliminate the 
danger of debris becoming dangerous 
projectiles and prevent the kickback 
caused from striking fixed objects.

Lightweight and powerful,
The Reciprocator handles smoothly 

in those hard-to-reach areas, 
such as along fences or 

next to stone or brick walls. 
And The Reciprocator's blades 

can even be submerged under water 
to trim weeds by ponds or river banks.

So the next time your know-it-all 
neighbor complains that there's nothing 
really new anymore, hand him your 
RedMax Reciprocator with the recip
rocating bladesv Then just smile be
cause you have one and he doesn't!

M lar
We've got the power.

MOWER SALES, INC.

811 Woodward Heights •  Ferndale, Ml 48220

FAX
313-541-2885

24 HR. MESSAGE CENTER 
313-541-2929

OUTSTATE
800-321-8215
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pension reform legislation, as well as in dealing 
with the Environmental Protection Agency; how
ever, involvement in the state level legislation is 
relatively new and caution must be taken to insure 
that counter-productive measures are not permitted 
through a conflict of actions by the state and 
national organizations. Neither should GCSAA 
attempt to supercede the chapter’s prerogatives in 
state level actions, because the impetus must remain 
at the local level where those who will be most 
directly affected will have the greatest input. 
GCSAA’s intended posture is that of acting as a 
hot-line to disperse information and to serve as a 
reservior of resource information and prepare na
tionwide position papers.

Because more and more legislation is of concern 
to golf courses and historically it has been dem
onstrated that legislative actions are duplicated 
from the local and state levels to the national 
level and vice versa, a seemingly minor item of 
legislation may soon become so significant that it 
is affecting the profession nationwide. Additionally, 
a piece of legislation may appear to be insigni
ficant at the time of passage and later, through 
interpretations and enforcement policies, become of 
tremendous import to the profession and the super
intendent’s ability to perform his required tasks.

Based upon these trends and historically docu
mented cases, each member of the chapter must be 
on the alert for legislative developments within his 
geographic area and report to the chapter. Next,

1975, CONT.

T u rf Chemicals Inc.
1011 E. Main 
P.O. Box 451

Owosso, Michigan 48867 
Phone: (517) 725-7145

FOR ALL OF YOUR FERTILIZER, 
CHEMICAL AND GRASS SEED NEEDS

EXPERIENCED, DEPENDABLE 

PEOPLE TO SERVE YOU

★  RUSS HANCOCK ★  LOU BECKMAN
★  JIM HYDE ★ JAY SIDDOCK

★  FRED MILLER ★ TED KASEL

the chapter must determine if the proposal could 
be harmful or helpful and what would be the best 
approach to the matter. If the chapter feels this 
development is of a considerable magnitude or if 
possible assistance is desired, they could report the 
item to the GCSAA officers or headquarters per
sonnel. In some instances, GCSAA may advise 
chapters of impending legislation or seek the as
sistance of persons within the chapters to represent 
the national organization at the local level.

Individual superintendents may not be able to be 
aware of all legislation which could affect them, 
nor would they always be able to bring to bear 
the impact an organized effort would. However, it 
is the individual superintendent who must bring 
these matters to the attention of the organization 
so that the appropriate actions can be taken. This 
effect could become even broad based if a course’s 
golfers could be encouraged to become involved to 
the extent of reporting items of interest to their 
superintendent.

We can ill afford to be legislated out of existence 
and fortunately through our professional association, 
we can position ourselves to insure that our interests 
are represented on all items of legislation which 
could negatively or positively effect our ability to 
provide the type of conditions that today’s golfers 
have learned to expect and appreciate.

Preceeding article from May, 1975 
A Patch of Green

Discover Rain Bird's 
Reliable Rotors

51 DR Rotor
RAiN&BtRD

’ Full or Part Circle Features
• Lowers pumping cost and saves water
• Low Energy Design-minimizes friction loss
• Adjustable Pressure insures even water distribution

91 DR Rotor

For A Free 80-Page Catalog Call

1-800-347-4272

ICentury Rain AidI
Madison Heights, Ml 48071 -31691 Dequindre • 313-588-2990 
Southfield, Ml 48034 • 22159 Telegraph Rd. • 313-358-2994 
Grand Rapids, Ml 49548 • 3400 Jefferson S. E. • 616-452-3373 
Ann Arbor, Ml 48104 • 2461 S. Industrial Hwy. • 313-668-1020

Serving Ml, IN, IL, Wl, KY, GA & FL
♦FVice* good through Oct. 15,1990
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FROM TEE TO GREEN. .
___ and HAZARDS IN BETWEEN.

Trap & Topdressing Sands
CONTROLLED TO USGA SPECIFICATIONS

GREAT LAKES TOPDRESSING SAND 
IS AVAILABLE IN TRUCKLOAD QUANTITIES

ALSO AVAILABLE —TRAP AND SPECIALTY SANDS

EVANS MINING CORE.
1900 RICHMAN ROAD -  SMITH'S CREEK, MICHIGAN 48074 

1-800-332-3294 367-3021
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to do this “my” way. If a member asks you 
a question or offers a suggestion, you immediately 
go on the defensive. It’s a bad attitude but easy to 
develop.

I believe that if you keep a positive, good attitude 
you can keep your enthusiasm and that part of 
the membership high. Be visible; be a communicator 
and a good public relations person. I have lunch 
with the general manager, club manager and the 
golf professional at least three times a week in 
the dining room. The membership knows this and 
often times comes by and asks us questions.

Then I talk to the Ladies’ 9- and 18-hole leagues 
twice a year and let them know what is going 
on on the golf course. Do not ignore the ladies 
because they exert a large influence in most clubs. 
I author a monthly article in the club’s news
letter. I put on a lawn clinic one night during 
the winter where members come and ask questions 
about their yards.

I have also heard of golf course superintendents 
who put on a maintenance building “open house” 
where the golfers can come and tour the main
tenance facility. Staff members are present to explain 
the operation of various pieces of equipment. I 
think that this is a great PR tool. Also, I play 
golf with the members once every two to three 
weeks. I put a sign-up sheet on the first tee 
for this. It lets me see the course as a golfer 
and also acquaints me with the membership

HONEYMOON,CONT. better.
I have mentioned throughout this presentation 

about fresh ideas and proposals. I found that one 
easy way to relate this to the golf course is by 
the use of a master plan. We have a master 
plan at Blue Hills developed by Dick Phelps. One 
Saturday a few years ago, the green committee 
met and went through the entire proposed plan. 
We recorded what we wanted to do hole-by-hole 
and presented this to the Board of Directors. Each 
fall we do something on that master plan. So 
each year there is a major improvement to the 
golf course. This has been very well received by the 
membership.

A golf course superintendent’s job is very stress
ful. After a trying season or seasons, how can 
a superintendent keep the membership’s enthusiasm 
up if he or she cannot keep his or her own up? 
I believe that you have to have an outside interest. 
Mine happens to be in the local golf course super
intendents association and serving on some national 
GCSAA committees. True, it is still related to 
golf, but it is not directly related to my course. 
It gets my mind off of the day-to-day affairs at 
Blue Hills.

Other people hunt, fish or become involved in 
church or school activities. Of course, we all have 
to pay more attention to our families. If you have 
an unhappy family life, you will have an unhappy 
job situation. It is directly related. I saw it time 
after time at golf courses I called on when I traveled

C O N TIN U ED  NEXT COLUMN

O tterbine Floatin g Fou n tain s
A Beautiful Way To Improve Any Golf Course Setting
i nese seit-containea water quality 
improvement systems help you keep 
unsightly algal growth and objectionable 
odors under control naturally, without 
costly chemicals. Their sparkling spray 
display may dramatically change the 
natural beauty of your ponds and lakes, 
something your members can appreciate 
Call fo r your free catalog.
^  ^  ^  ^  ^  ^  M

WILKIE TORO
Turf Equipment Division, Inc.

1050 Opdyke Road - P.O. Box 749 - Pontiac - M ichigan - 48056 - (313) 373-8800
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FLAGS — POLES — RAKES — CUPS

RICO MFG.
EXCELLENT QUALITY PERSONALIZED TUBE FLAGS 

SOLID FIBERGLASS POLES WITH SOLID IMPREGNATED COLOR 
FIBERGLASS RAKE HANDLE, FOAM FILLED TO FLOAT 

(14” or 22”  RAKE HEAD -  ONE YEAR WARRANTY)
PUTTING GREEN FLAGS, POLES AND CUPS 

WE ALSO HANDLE LEWIS AND PAR AIDE AND STANDARD

BIG ENOUGH TO SERVE YOU BETTER -  SMALL ENOUGH TO CARE

Country Club 
Greens Grade 

Fertilizers
Gold Cup quality for great-looking 
greens, tees & fairways.

• Small Homogeneous 
Granulation

• Summer Fertilizers
I V S I I I P '  - 18-4-10

. 18-5-9
• Summer Insecticides

- Dursban G
- Oftanol G
- Dylox G
- Sevin G

GREAT ON FAIRWAYS EVEN AT LOWER 
RATES WONT SPECKLE LIKE BLENDS

T O T A L  T U R F  C A R E

1-800-233-0628

for Scotts.
The three-year theory can also relate to your 

crew at the golf course. They want to prove 
their worth to you those first few years. It is a 
matter of job security to them in this situation. 
Then they get used to you and you to them. 
Things often times can get a little lax, and the 
crew’s enthusiasm can falter. How can you keep it 
going?

At Blue Hills we have crew meetings every two 
weeks from April through October and every three 
weeks during the winter. At these meetings we 
discuss situations which happened or will be hap
pening on the golf course. If the crew has a 
complaint with me or I with them, it is aired at this 
time.

I often mention their names or have their picture 
in the monthly club newsletter. I have seen a 
“Meet the Crew” section on the bulletin board 
at the first tee or near the clubhouse. This section 
contains each new crew member’s picture and 
a brief biography about that person. It is a real 
ego builder for them. We have a “Blue Hills 
night” at a Kansas City Royals game in the summer. 
Also, we offer all our employees discounts on 
theater tickets. We collect aluminum cans and 
have a party at the end of the summer. We 
have a special dinner around Thanksgiving where 
everyone on the crew brings a covered dish, and I 
furnish the turkey.

Then there are other “perks” — health insurance, 
dental insurance, a pension plan, uniforms and 
a Christmas bonus. I might add that when we 
receive our Christmas bonus we send a thank- 
you note to the Board of Directors — just one 
more public relations tool. I believe it is true that 
a golf course superintendent is only as good as his 
crew.

In conclusion, the three-year theory is a reality. 
However, today’s golf course superintendent is a 
professional just as much as is a lawyer or a 
doctor. He or she can show this professionalism 
by means of a positive attitude, good communi
cations and public relations.

Credit: Our Collaborator, July, 1990 
Article from 1990 GCSAA Conference Proceedings

PENN STATE TURFGRASS FIELD DAYS

PENN STATE TURFGRASS FIELD DAYS, August 
29-30, Joseph Valentine Memorial Turfgrass 
Research Center, University Park, Pennsylvania.

Contact: Dr. Joseph Duich, Department of
Agronomy, 16 Tyson Building, University Park, 
Pennsylvania 16802, (814)865-9853 or Pennsylvania 
Turfgrass Council, (814) 355-8010.
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This autumn, select from your local garden center 
a lawnseed mixture containing one or more of 
these recommended named bluegrasses. This easy 
to make decision will be the start you need 
to make your lawn the talk of the neighborhood 
next spring.

SEEDBED PREPARATION

There are three good ways to prepare a seed
bed for lawns according to The Lawn Institute. 
The first is recommended for new lawns; the 
second and third are ideal for improving an 
existing, but poor lawn.

For a new lawn, the soil is prepared by use 
of a rototiller or similar device. Stone and debris 
are removed, fertilizer and lime added as needed, 
and the area settled and raked to form a surface 
true to grade. When finished, the soil must be 
firm, not fluffy. The soil surface is raked or 
scarified to provide a loose one quarter to half 
inch surface. This traps seed as sown. Rolling 
presses soil in tight around seed and promotes a 
uniform germination and stand of grass. A straw 
mulch covering helps speed rate of establishment.

For a lawn that is more than fifty percent 
dead grass and weeds, the elimination of all living 
vegetation with an herbicide, such as glyphosate 
(Roundup®) is advised. Directions for use of 
these herbicides call for a period of chemical

A Fast, Easy  
Drainage Solution!

LAWN INSTITUTE, CONT.

• Requires little or no maintenance and easy to use
• Less than V2 the installed cost of pipe and aggregate
• Installs with less turf disturbance than pipe or aggregate
• Removes ground water faster than pipe

To Place Your Order Call
1-800-347-4272

UPS Service Is Available

entury Rain Aid]
Madison Heights, Mi 48071 -31691 Dequindre • 313-588-2990 

Southfield, Ml 48034 • 22159 Telegraph Rd. • 313-358-2994 
Grand Rapids, Ml 49548 • 3400 Jefferson S. E. • 616-452-3373 
Ann Arbor, Ml 48104 • 2461 S. Industrial Hwy. • 313-668-1020

activity and breakdown prior to slit seeding. A 
machine is used to cut grooves in the soil through 
the dead vegetation. At this time, lime and 
fertilizer may be applied as needed. When seed 
is sown, it is trapped within the stubble and in the 
grooves.

For a lawn that is less than fifty percent dead 
grass and weeds, and where existing turf is thin 
and weak, sod-seeding will thicken up and improve 
the turf with new grasses. Bare spots large enough 
for soil to be scratched with a rake should be 
worked. The entire lawn will likely require fertilizer 
and lime to improve growing conditions. A soil 
test will help in determining what fertilizer to 
use and how much to apply. Seed bare spots 
and otherwise scatter directly into the thin grass 
stand. Vertical cutting machines may also be used 
to make grooves within the soil to trap some 
seed.

All three methods of seeding require watering 
following seeding to promote germination and 
lawngrass establishment. Climatic conditions are 
most favorable for lawn seeding during early 
autumn.

LOW MAINTENANCE LAWN SEEDING

New lawngrasses developed for the mid-1990’s 
provide an opportunity for you to benefit from 
new technology in improving your lawn. These 
new grasses represent a new generation of grasses 
bred for low maintenance, conservation of water

LESCO Has It!
Everything you need for 

professional turf management.

• Fertilizers • Equipment
• Plant Protection • Replacement Parts
• Seed • Golf Course Accessories
• Irrigation • Safety Products

(800) 825-3726

LESCO, Inc., 20005 Lake Road, Rocky River, Ohio 44116 (216) 333-9250

Manufacturers, Formulators and Distributors 
for the Green Industry.
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and reduced use of fertilizers and pest control 
chemicals.

As late as the mid-1950’s, seeded grasses were 
essentially common types. The term “natural” was 
also used and this emphasized a broad genetic 
base that characterized these grasses. Great variation 
existed among individual plants of colonial bent- 
grass, Kentucky bluegrass, fine fescue, as well as 
ryegrass and tall fescue. This variation was 
viewed as an asset since the grasses that made 
up the lawn were supposed to adjust to the 
ever changing climate by shifting dominance from 
one eco-type to another depending on coditions. 
Even now, much common or natural type lawn- 
grass seed is planted each year. Seed is readily 
available.

To a certain degree, this type of lawn culture 
works well. As long as low maintenance practices 
are followed, some grasses persist each year and 
provide good ground cover. Many of these grasses 
are weakened by close mowing and by forcing 
growth through use of fertilizer and water. Ex
tremes of natural heat and cold, moisture and 
drought, also affect lawns adversely. Often these 
grasses have not satisfied gardeners who like to 
see a positive response to their lawn care efforts. 
The net result has been a failure of these grasses 
to meet high maintenance lawn requirements of the 
1970’s and 1980’s.
The first real breakthrough in new seeded lawn- 

grass development came in 1947 when Merion 
bluegrass was released cooperatively by the USD A

Crops Research Division, Agricultural Research 
Service and the United States Golf Association 
Green Section. Merion came from a single plant 
selected by Joseph Valentine at the Merion Golf 
Club, Ardmore, Pennsylvania in 1936. Some 10 
years of developmental work was required to 
get Merion ready for release.

The result is history. The greatly improved re
sistance to Helminthosporium disease, the dark 
green uniform foliage and tolerance of lower 
clipping heights created instant demand. Merion 
was also responsive to fertilizer and water appli
cations such that improved quality turf was most 
satisfying to both professional turf managers and 
home gardeners.

Now, with increased emphasis on low main
tenance lawns, both natural types and new im
proved types are being used effectively in fall 
seeding.

NEW SEED WILL SPROUT 
WITHIN AN OLD LAWN

Gardeners often feel that when it comes to lawns, 
it’s all or nothing. If the lawn looks poor, the 
thing to do is rototill it up and start again. 
This may be the correct course of action in 
those few instances where changes in grade or 
contour are necessary. Often this is done to 
correct surface drainage and collection of water 
in low spots. Also, complete reconstruction may 
be required to improve a poor soil that is not 
capable of producing a good lawn.

From Tees To Fairways To Greens
Toro’s Got The Right Aerator For 

Your Golf Course
Combine your turf care expertise with Toro Aerators, 
and it is like working magic on your course. Our 
complete line comes with a long history of low 
maintenance and high performance. But that’s not 
the only advantage, Toro also outdistances the 
competition by adding greater horsepower, heavy duty 
construction and a modular design for easy servicing.
In fact, the only one who works harder to keep your 
turf looking good season after season . . .  is you!
See the new Toro HydroJect 3000 Aerator at Wilkie Turfs 
"Greatest Show On Turf' August 16, 1990

WILKIE

TUrj Equipment Division, hut.

1050 Opdyke R oad-A uburn Hills - Michigan - 48326 - (313) 373-8800
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INSIDE THE SPRAYER

Dr. William E. Steinke
Extension Agricultural Engineer 

Agricultural Engineering Department 
University of California, Davis

The many components of a modern pesticide 
sprayer must work together in order to produce the 
desired result — a biological effect. If even one of the 
components is damaged or not functioning properly, 
the sprayer may not be able to correctly deliver 
material to the target pest. Proper sprayer design, 
setup, repair, and maintenance is essential for a 
successful pesticide application.

In this article we will look at the components 
of a sprayer, describe their function, 
describe how to tell whether or not they are 
operating properly, and how to maintain and repair 
them.

Screens and Filters
Screens and filters are absolutely essential to proper 

function. Screens and filters should be checked and 
cleaned at least every time the tank is refilled. If you 
notice a partially or completely plugged nozzle, loss 
of pressure, or lack of liquid getting to the pump, 
even though the tank still has liquid in it, screens and 
filters should be checked immediately.

When working with sprayers remember to wear 
appropriate safety clothing. Screens can serve to 
collect and concentrate the pesticide as they filter the

C O N TIN U ED  NEXT COLUMN

NEBRASKA STUDY, CONT.

measuring range too large to accurately measure 
typical operating pressure.

NOZZLE PROBLEMS
Restrictive plumbing systems, which included exces

NEBRASKA STUDY 
AT-A-GLANCE

Who: Nebraska researchers interviewed 53 of 
the 60 golf course superintendents in the 
Nebraska Golf Course Superintendent’s Associ
ation (NGCSA).
What: On-site interviews and sprayer perfor
mance tests were conducted to determine how 
accurately superintendents were applying 
pesticides.
The results: Only one of six cooperators was 
found to be applying pesticides within five 
percent of their intended amount. The average 
application error was 26 percent, with the 
magnitude ranging from 0.1 percent to an 
alarming 177 percent.
Eighty-four percent of the cooperators were 

within recommended guidelines for sprayer 
performance. The most accurate applicators 
were those who calibrate sprayers most often.

sive lengths, inadequately sized and kinked hoses, 
improper screen sizing and anti-drip devises, were 
other faults leading to reduced pressure at nozzles.

Educational programs focusing on pesticide applica
tion accuracy should continue to address safety 
concerns for both the applicator and the environ
ment. These programs need to educate applicators to 
calibrate their equipment and explain why calibra
tion should be mandatory for any individual who 
deals with pesticide applicators. Applicators need to 
be certified for their own safety, the safety of their 
clientele, the general public and the environment.

LEARNING PROCEDURES
Applicators should learn to use one or two calibra

tion procedures consistently to assure regular pesti
cide application accuracy. Procedures should include 
measuring and adjusting system pressure, ground 
speed and nozzle discharge. These procedures should 
be used before each spray operation. Equipment 
failure and changing sprayer operations warrant this 
routine.

Sprayer discharge capacities and pressure gauges 
should be tested for adequacy and accuracy. Pressure 
gauges should either be replaced or tested at least 
once a year.

From Rub of the Green 
Reprinted from Indiana Superintendent’s News, 1990
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TURFGRASS INC.

Serving you better with . .
Technical information 

Fungicide programs 

Free timely delivery

. . .  Quality products

Fertilizers The Andersons, Lebanon
Country Club, Nitroform, Turfgrass

Chemicals Dupont, Ampel, Ciba-Geigy, W.A.
Cleary, Chipco, Daconil, Mobay, 
Elanco, NAIAD, Dow, Monsanto, Bio 
Greenskeeper, Agri Diagnostics, 
Mallinckrodt, Nor-Am, Riverdale, Pana 
Sea, Miller, Agri-Plex 4X

Seeds Northrup King
Medalist Turf Products

Spreaders & Cyclone, Spyker, Back Pack, Wheely,
Sprayers Spray-Hawk

Golf Supplies Lewisline, Par Aide, Standard, Fore-
Par, Yankee, United Stockmen, Chix, 
Fox Valley

Safety Equipment Mine Safety Equipment

Soil Management Grid System, TerraFlow, TerraBond,
TerraCover

Markers Richway, Blazon

1 -3 1 3 -4 3 7 -1 4 2 7
Office

1 -8 00 -5 2 1 -8 8 7 3
(Michigan Only)

Rich Locke

Douglas Johanningsmeier

Keith Richards

Gene Johanningsmeier

solution. NEVER clean a screen or filter by putting it 
in your mouth and blowing into it. Screens should be 
cleaned with a soft brush and rinsed with clear water 
before replacing. You may be able to get a special 
nozzle and screen cleaning brush from your dealer. If 
not, use a toothbrush and keep it with your other 
tools used with pesticides, NOT in your locker.

A sprayer may have four sets of screens or filters. 
The first is a screen over the tank inlet. This is usually 
supplied by the manufacturer and is designed to 
prevent large pieces of debris from entering the 
system.

The second is often called a suction strainer, because 
it is located on the suction side of the pump, between 
the tank and the pump. This screen protects the 
pump, pump valves, pressure regulator, control 
valves and nozzles by capturing particles that could 
damage these components. A filter here is recom
mended to be a 30 mesh screen size although a larger 
size such as 16 or 24 mesh may sometimes be used. A 
50 mesh screen may be appropriate at application 
rates of 0.3 gpm per nozzle and smaller.

The in-line strainer comes after the pump and 
before the presssure relief valve or any other control 
valves. This is where you want to capture any 
particles and unsuspended or unmixed product, not 
at the nozzle strainer. The mesh used here should be 
the same size as in the nozzle strainers.

Screens at the nozzle are essential for proper nozzle 
flow rate and pattern. They capture any remaining 
small particles such as rust or unmixed product. 
Guidelines for the appropriate mesh for in-line and 
nozzle strainers are given below.

Nozzle strainers can be either screens or slotted 
strainers. Some may also incorporate a check valve to 
stop the nozzle from dripping after the boom or 
nozzle is turned off. These also need to be checked for 
proper operation and freedom from corrosion or 
clogging.

Every sprayer should have, at a minimum, a suction 
strainer and screens at every nozzle. The inlet tank or 
screen and in-line filter may or may not be present, 
depending on the manufacturer or your equipment 
and the design of your particular sprayer. If your 
sprayer is missing either of these two screens, or its 
been more than a day since they’ve been checked, 
add them or clean them before using the sprayer. 
Their presence and proper function will help you 
succeed.

From Thru The Green
Golf Course Superintendents Association of

Northern California
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PRO. & SUPER., CONT.

IN BEING CONSIDERED A professional by your 
peers or employers there are some definite re
quirements. While at your place of employment 
to be always clean shaven, hair neatly combed 
or brushed, teeth clean, and dressed as neatly 
as the situation dictates is of utmost importance.

When representing your club at a Golf Course 
Superintendents meeting or at an educational 
seminar it is important to wear a jacket and tie or a 
jacket with a golf shirt at minimum. Looking 
good never hurts in these situations.

While attending board or green committee meet
ings always dress as the situation dictates. Some 
clubs have laid back dress requirements at those 
functions, others don’t. Dress accordingly.

Being considered a professional by your employers 
obviously will hinge a great deal on your finished 
product — the golf course. Producing the best 
quality golf course possible with the particular 
funds available while always giving one hundred 
percent effort in all categories will gain the respect of 
most people.

BEING VIEWED A professional by your fellow 
Golf Course Superintendents has its own set 
criteria. Participation at the local level is of 
utmost importance. Involvement at the board level, 
on a committee, at monthly meetings, hosting 
monthly meetings, and contributing when asked 
are all vital in being considered a professional. 
Everyone’s involvement in our local Association 
will only help solidify our being viewed a group 
of professionals. So get involved, it’s only going 
to help.

The Golf Course Superintendents involvement with 
available continuing education is a must in becoming 
a professional. Through GCSAA regional seminars 
are offered. They are excellent and you’re missing 
out if you don’t participate. Local Golf Course 
Superintendent Association’s offer educational 
seminars with varied topics. Try to participate, 
they are excellent also. And above all, local Golf 
Course Superintendent Association’s monthly 
golf/educational meetings are on going and ex
cellent. When speakers are present they are 
usually excellent and interesting. I learn more at 
times just talking with my fellow Golf Course 
Superintendents about related problems than I do 
in many other situations, educational or other. 
Having five or six Golf Course Superintendents 
sit down and discuss whatever comes to mind 
can be a tremendously edcuational experience.

ANOTHER PART IN being considered a pro
fessional is in how you treat people. Always 
treating your employees with respect and dignity 
will show in their work on the golf course. Your 
ability to communicate with golfers and members 
at your club while treating them with respect 
will help insure your being viewed as a professional.

C O NTINUED NEXT COLUMN

\
Agood manganese 
source from Scott

You’ve found it with Scotts,, High Density 
Fertilizer Plus 9.18% Manganese. It supplies plant- 
available manganese to help correct and prevent 
deficiencies. The small particle size allows a range 
of feeding rates of nitrogen, potassium and 
manganese for programming flexibility.

Ask your ProTurL Tech Rep for details.

John Skaife
Technical Representative 

ProTurf Division
The O.M. Scott & Sons Company 
9467 M and on Road 
Union Lake, Michigan 48085 
Telephone: 313/360-2595

U gh D ensity

22-0-12 
Fertilizer 
Phis 9.18% 
Manganese

/T. ""“"“f 7 ’IT7 't iift| ^ p

Tire Wholesalers Co., Inc.
•As our name implies, we 
are a wholesaler of tires.

•We are an established 
business, having been in 
business for over 19 years.

•We deliver.
•We have UPS service daily.
•We guarantee what we sell.
•We want your business.
•We have a huge inventory of 

Passenger, High Pe 
Truck, Trailer, Motorcycle,
Carlisle Lawn & Garden,
Industrial Tires & Tubes,
Shocks, Struts, Custom Mag 
Wheels and Accessories, all in 
stock for immediate delivery.

( C o n n o u m f )  v  > 4 r m st r o n g ^ >

I 1—
I R E L L I  ^  åm m L

19240 West 8 Mile Road 
Southfield, Ml 48075
Phone: (313) 354-5644

3031/2 Hawthorne Street 
Cadillac, Ml 49601

Phone: (616) 775-6666
Thank you for your past and present business.
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uim.F.seii
8 Son,inc.
SINCE 1923 RENTAL

SALES - SERVICE
★  LOADERS ★ SWEEPERS 
★ TRENCHERS ★ MOWERS 
★ ROTARY CUTTERS 
★ BACK HOE DIGGERS
★  BACK FILL BLADES
★  POST HOLE DIGGERS

JOB TAILORED EQUIPMENT
COMPLETE LINE OF QALL

MATERIAL HANDLING

& FARM EQUIPMENT 282-5100
16555 TELEGRAPH RD. - TAYLOR 

1 Mile South of Eureka

FREE ESTIMATES 

FULLY INSURED

SPECIALIZING IN 
GOLF COURSE WORK.
TREE TRANSPLANTING 
YOUR TREES OR OURS

TREE REMOVAL, 
TRIMMING, SHRUBS, 

POWER STUMP REMOVAL.
Visit Our Nursery at

6220 GRASS LAKE ROAD, 

MILFORD, MICHIGAN 48042

Having a solid line of communication with the 
Commercial people in our industry, for they are 
very important people, is a must.

Remembering that it is a two-way street is 
important, and to give them a chance when
warranted. Sometimes it works out but other times 
it doesn’t. At least you tried and they will 
respect you and view you as a professional for 
it.

In conjunction with the aforementioned subject 
matter, to be viewed as and to become a pro
fessional, four matters are of the utmost
importance.

FIRST, YOU MUST ALWAYS USE common 
sense. Taking unnecessary chances and not thinking 
things through are examples of not using common 
sense. Second, one must become adept in the 
art of people management. Properly com
municating with people from all levels of society 
is a must in succeeding as a Golf Course Super
intendent. Third, you must be or become
educated. Whether you are a two or four year 
college graduate, a holder of an educational 
certificate, a holder of a Masters degree, or a 
person who is involved with continuing education 
as a Golf Course Superintendent, becoming educated 
is vital.

Fourth, and last is participation. To be con
sidered a professional you must have partici
pated or are participating now on a local level. 
Remember, everyone’s involvement on a local
level will solidify our being viewed as pro
fessionals. Get involved. You’d be surprised how it 
will help.

RIEKE, CONT.

length from 14 to 26 minutes and have been widely 
accepted for training seasonal employees as well as 
for use in formal and informal education. Videotapes 
are available from the Michigan Turfgrass Founda
tion.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
Major financial support for these and other research 

projects was provided by the Michigan Turfgrass 
Foundation. Financial support was also provided for 
some travel and soil analysis expenses as we served the 
turf industry in Michigan through our Cooperative 
Extension Service activities. This support from the 
Michigan Turfgrass Foundation is vital to these 
programs and is gratefully acknowledged.



Be a pro With Your Equipment
Hazards are intensified when equipment is allowed 

to deteriorate. A hand tool that needs repair could 
mean a seious injury — or worse.

ELECTRIC POWERED TOOLS
The hazard of electrocution cannot be ignored. 

Defective or damaged tools should be reported to 
your supervisors immediately.

Do you understand the importance of the three-wire 
power cord? Removing the grounding wire (cutting 
of the third prong on the plug) is not only illegal, but 
is also downright hazardous. An exception is ap
proved double-insulated tools, which require special 
testing and inspection procedures.

Are you a pro with your equipment? Are the 
constant-pressure switches on your tools fully opera
tional? Constant-pressure switches are required on 
circular and chain saws: lock-on controls are prohib
ited.

Drills, tappers and grinders with wheels that are 
greater than two inches in diameter are required to 
have constant-pressure switches; lock-on controls are 
optional. Some workers remove the lock-on controls 
from drills to prevent spinning of the body if the drill 
bit siezes.

Do you use power cords to hoist or lower tools? Are 
the guards on your tools in good condition and 
securely in place? Do you use socket retainers on 
impact wrenches?

AIR POWERED TOOLS
Do you know that tool lubricants that are used in 

the presence of piped oxygen will explode? If piped 
oxygen outlets are used in the workplace, provisions 
should be made to prevent the accidental connection 
of an air hose.

Do you use tools retainers on equipment where tool 
may eject? Do you check spindle speeds on grinders 
before wheels are installed? The maximum operating 
speed is marked on the wheel. Check the wheel 
before use and discard any wheel that has been 
dropped.

Are the guards and safety devices on your tools in 
good condition and securely in place? Are hose 
connectors and fittings designed for the pressure and 
service for which you use them or are makeshift parts 
being used? Fittings can prevent accidental discon
nection.

EXPLOSIVE ACTUATED FASTENING TOOLS
Have you been trained in the operation and use of 

powder-actuated tools? Only workers who have 
received training are permitted to use these tools.

Do you store these tools and powder charges in a 
locked area? Do you know what to do in case of a 
misfire? Do you ever leave these tools unattended, 
such as during lunch or breaks?

Inspite of numerous safety features that are built 
into powder-actuated tools, they are not foolproof. 
Fatal accidents have been caused by horseplay and 
by failing to make sure that easily penetrated 
material, such as wall board, is backed by a heavier 
material. Fasteners passing through lighter material 
could become flying missiles. Remember, eye protec
tion is required.

Be a pro with your equipment and remember — 
each power tool has its own special hazards.

From Divots,
Official Bulletin of the Miami Valley GCSA,

July, 1990

DETROIT CONCRETE PRODUCTS CORPORATION

Maclnnis Bros.
Asphalt Mixes •  Asphalt Paving

•  GOLF CART PATHS
•  PARKING LOTS
•  ROADS BILL

4900 MCCARTHY O ff ic e  685-9590
MILFORD. M IC H IG A N  48042 P lan t 476 -5360

POND DREDGING SPECIALIST
Off Road Trucking 

Wide Track Bulldozing 
Shore Line & Land Development 

Grading

SWEETCO INC.
218 Audubon 

South Lyon, Mi. 48178

313- 437-1830



Ryan: The Choice 
of Professionals

The Ryan line of quality aeration, de
thatching, sod cutting and overseeding 
equipment comes with a long history of 
high perform ance  and low m aintenance. 
So when you combine your tu rf care

expertise with Ryan tu rf care equip
ment, you’re bound to get outstanding 
results. Give us a call today for a free 
demonstration.

I ith the Greensaire® 24 aerator, you’ll save time 
to get golfers back on the course quickly.

The 2-inch by 2-inch pattern delivers 75,000 
more holes and brings up 25% more material per 
average 10,000 sq. ft. green than 
the competition. The result is a 
smoother putting surface, more 
soil removal, and better root 
development.

R YAN
B U I L T  T O  L A S T

ry to find another aerator that gives you the
_____I versatility, speed, and precision of the new
GA™ 30. It can’t be done! Because only the GA 30 
combines the versatility of variable core spacing, the 
speed of a riding machine, and the precision coring of 
Ryans unique crank and return mechanism.

Hatøn equipment &erbtte & &alefi

Adjustable spacing for flexible coring patterns.

_____________ PERFORM ANCE CHART__________
Spacing Production Yield Holes/

2.50 in. x ( ) in. sq. ft./hr. holes/sq. ft. 1000 sq. ft.

1.00 5.625 57.6 57.600
1.50 8.440 38.4 38.400
2.00 11,250 28.8 28.800
2.25 12,660 25.6 25.600
2.50 14.060 23.0 23.000
2.75 15.470 20.9 20.900
3.00 16,875 19.2 19.200
3.50 19.690 16.5 16.500
4.00 22.500 14.4 14,400
4.50 25,310 12.8 12,800
5.00 28.125 11.5 11,500

151 N. PERRY
PONTIAC, MICHIGAN 48058 

(313) 858-7700



Certain death for the dinosaurs.
The new Jacobsen Tri-King 1684D makes heavy 
cumbersome 84" mowers things of the past.

Jacobsen ushers in a new age in heavy-duty 84" 
triplex mowing with a truly lightweight, highly 
maneuverable package. So now you can say goodbye 
for good to those costly, one-ton monsters the 
competition turns out.
Lightweight and compact, this agile, rear-wheel steering 
machine maneuvers around trees and other obstacles 
in a hurry. A foot-controlled hydraulic lift with automatic 
reel shutoff makes cross-cutting fairways and striping 
sports fields quick and easy. Plus, the wide 10" overhang 
simplifies trimming around traps, while optional on- 
demand 3-wheel drive smoothes out tough hills. And 
the Jacobsen Tri-King maintains a productive mowing 
speed in 3-wheel drive, so it trims 
circles around bulky, sluggish would- 
be competitors.
Simple, cool-running hydraulics
deliver exceptional control of cutting

TEXTRON
Jacobsen

frequency. This smooth, consistent power and a 
choice of 5- or 10-blade fixed or floating reels produce 
a uniform, carpet-like cut — even in dense, wet grass. 
Unlike heavier competitors, the 1684D’s balanced, light
weight design and wide tires minimize turf compaction. 
And optional easy-on/easy-off grass catchers make 
clean-up a breeze.
A liquid-cooled 16.5 hp diesel provides plenty of power with 
longer life, simpler maintenance and better fuel economy. 
Or choose the 1671D, a unique, durable 71" triplex with 
all the same quality features of the 1684D. Yet smaller 
reels cleanly cut tricky undulating terrain and those really 
tight spots.

Don’t be saddled with a dinosaur of a triplex when you 
can have the advanced new 1684D. Ask your Jacobsen 

distributor for a demonstration today. 
Attractive lease and finance plans 
available.

_______________  Jacobsen Division of Textron Inc.,
Division of Textron Inc Racine, Wl 53403.
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